Lomi - The Flaneur + Q&A (ctba)
19 March
Singapore | 2019 | 107' | Wanphrang Diengdoh | Khasi Adil Hussain
A detective investigates a crime that goes into the heart of Shillong.

Laika + Q&A (adv13)
19 March
UK | 2022 | 60' | Asif Kapadia
A VR animation telling the story of Laika, the dog sent to orbit.

Gathering Women (of Colour) and Nature + Q&A (no cert)
20 March
Wales | 2022 | 10' | Durre Shahwar, Kandace Siobhan Walker
An exploration of the way we define and create our identities within nature.

Japan Foundation: Kiba: The Fangs of Fiction (ctba)
20 March
Japan | 2020 | 113' | Daihachi Yoshida | Yô Ôizumi, Mayu Matuoka
A magazine editor fights to continue the publication in this smart corporate comedy.

Sideshow (15)
21-24 March
Wales | 2021 | 94' | Adam Oldroyd | Les Dennis, Anthony Head
Two inept criminals break into the home of a washed-up psychic in search of hidden loot.

Independent Miss Craigie + Q&A (adv12A)
22 March
UK | 2020 | 93' | Lizzie Thynne
An illuminating documentary about pioneering socialist, feminist filmmaker Jill Craigie.

Hive (15)
25-31 March
Kosovo | 2021 | 84' | Blerta Basholli | Yllka Gashi
With their husbands missing at war, a village of women gather to restart their lives.

River (U)
25-31 March
Australia | 2022 | 75' | Jennifer Peedom, Joseph Nizeti
A cinematic odyssey exploring the remarkable relationship between humans and rivers.

The Worst Person In The World (15)
25-31 March
Norway | 2021 | 128' | Joachim Trier | Renate Reinsve, Anders Danielsen Lie, Hans Olav Brenner
A funny, life-affirming take on looking for love and finding yourself in your twenties.

T A P E Collective: But Where Are You Really From? (adv18)
26 March
Various
A season of films celebrating filmmakers who redefine, reject and re-establish identity and heritage labels.

Japan Foundation: The House of the Lost on the Cape (12A)
27 March
Japan | 2021 | 100' | Shinya Kawatsura | Mana Ashida, Sari Awano
Two lost girls are taken in by an old lady and her mystical house by the sea.

Click the film title to find out more & book online. For a full list of screenings or to sign up to our mailing list visit www.chapter.org